WVDOH Specifications Committee  
Meeting Minutes  
Wednesday, December 6, 2017  
Building Five, Room 855 – 9:00 a.m.

Voting Members in Attendance:  
Jason Boyd, Contract Administration Division  
Chad Toney, Engineering Division  
Todd Gibson, Maintenance Division  
Paul Farley, Materials Control, Soils & Testing Division  
Ted Whitmore, Traffic Engineering Division

*(see sign in sheet for a list of all attendees)*

1. Discussed Approved Permanent Specification changes from last Committee meeting (10/4/17)

2. Discussed Approved Project Specific Special Provisions (SP) from last Committee meeting (10/4/17)

3. Begin Discussion of Old Business Items

4. SP’s for High Tension Cable Barrier System:
   a. **SP607 - Guardrail and High Tension Cable Barrier System**
      - No Comments
      - Vote: Yes – 5, No – 0
   b. **SP609 - Concrete Mow Strip**
      - No Comments
      - Vote: Yes – 5, No – 0

5. **Section 204, Subsection 204.5-Basis of Payment**  
   (Discussion ensued)  
   - Vote: Yes – 4, No – 1

6. **Section 614, Subsection 614.5 - Corrosion Protection**
   - No Comments  
   - Vote: Yes – 5, No – 0

   - No Comments  
   - Vote: Yes – 5, No – 0
   a. Section 679 – Overlaying of Portland Cement Concrete Bridge Decks, Subsection 679.5.1 - Straightedge Test
      (Discussion ensued)
      • Vote: Yes – 1, No – 4
      • Bring back to next meeting.
   b. Section 720 - Smoothness Testing
      • Written comments before the meeting (from Pat Parsons) regarding adding something in the contracts that identify them as NHS requiring testing.
      (Discussion ensued)
      • Vote: Yes – 5, No – 0

9. SP619 - Waterproofing
   • No Comments
   • Vote: Yes – 5, No – 0

10. SP108 - Interim Completion Date
    (Discussion ensued)
    • Hope to approve at the next meeting.

11. SP201 - Canopy/Roadside Clearing on Existing Roadway
    • Written comment before the meeting (from Greg Bailey) regarding placement and disposal of wood chips
    (Discussion ensued)

12. Proposed specifications for adding Safety Edge to the specifications.
    a. Section 401 – Asphalt Base, Wearing, and Patching and Leveling Courses, Subsection 401.10.6 – Safety Edge and Subsection 401.12-Method of Measurement
       (Discussion ensued)
       • Change 1st sentence “new” to “specified lift”
       • Vote: Yes – 5, No – 0
    b. Section 410 – Asphalt Base and Wearing Courses, Percent within Limits (PWL), Subsection 410.10.3 – Safety Edge and Subsection 410.12-Method of Measurement
       • Change 1st sentence “new” to “specified lift”
       • Vote: Yes – 5, No – 0
    c. Section 501 – Portland Cement Concrete Pavement, Subsection 501.9.1 – Safety Edge and Subsection 501.22 – Method of Measurement
       • No Comments
       • Vote: Yes – 5, No – 0

13. SP715 - Spread Spectrum
    • No Comments
    • Hope to approve at the next meeting.
14. Begin Discussion of New Business Items

15. **SP105 - Dates of Governing Specifications and Standard Details**
   - Introduced SP revision & discussed
   - Vote: Yes – 5, No – 0

16. **Section 102 – Bidding Requirements and Conditions, Subsection 102.16 - Pre-construction Data**
   - Specification change introduced & discussed

17. **Section 401 – Asphalt Base, Wearing, and Patching and Leveling Courses, Subsection 401.2 – Materials and Subsection 401.10.3 – Spreading and Finishing**
   - Specification change introduced & discussed
   - Hope to approve at the next meeting.

18. **Section 410 – Asphalt Base and Wearing Courses, Percent within Limits (PWL), Subsection 410.10.2 – Materials and Subsection 410.10.1-Spreading and Finishing**
   - Specification change introduced & discussed
   - Hope to approve at the next meeting.

19. **Section 709 – Metals, Subsection 709.4 - Weld Wire Reinforcement for Concrete**
   - Specification change introduced & discussed
   - Hope to approve at the next meeting.
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Thank you for attending the committee meeting and providing your comments/input.

Steve Boggs, Specification Engineer
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*Thank you for attending the committee meeting and providing your comments/input.*  
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